where S denotes summation of N sets of m terms each, in all mN terms. Now, since no coin is singled out for special favour, a will equally often be 1,2, .. .., or n; and the same is true of /3, y, . . . . , and /x. Hence in the sum above the expression k L + k 2 + • • • • + k n must occur a whole number of times, and this whole number must be mNjn. Thus finally, since the value of all the coins is P, the probable value in question is 1 mN " _ mP N ' n ~ n ' The invariant property of mathematical expectation is thus brought out. (For a rather similar result see Chrystal's Algebra, Part II, The case where the number of replacements allowed is not limited leads to an identity in combinatory analysis which is by no means obvious, namely Let 1" + 2 a + 3 a + + n a be denoted by S a . It is well known that S a can be expressed as a polynomial in n of degree (a + 1). The expressions for Si, S 2 , S s .... can be found in succession by elementary methods, which also give numerous relations such as $<< = 8^, XV11 128 •> S s = 7<S 6 + 5/S 4 . The elegant method which I am about to explain is not original. It is due in essence to the Arabian mathematician Alkarkhi* (circa 1000 B.C.).
The method consists of arranging numbers in a square, adding them up in two ways, and equating the results. An example will make it clear. To find S 4 , assuming that we know S { =\n(n + 1) and Sn = ^n (n + 1)(2TJ + 1), consider this arrangement of numbers: As an example, let a! = 1, a 2 = 2, a 3 = 3, t = 3. 
